Abstract. Rolling bearing is an important connection basic part of mechanical, and its quality is very important. This paper puts forward the concept of the research on quality reliability of rolling bearing, introduces the weight calculation method of the various factors, and creates the rolling bearing quality reliability model. Then, the true value of rolling bearing quality reliability is estimated based on the poor information theory.
Introduction
As an important basis of mechanical connection, the rolling bearing quality plays a very important role in the normal operation of the equipment [1] [2] [3] .
The study on rolling bearing quality belongs to the poor information theory [4, 5] . Many efforts and achievements have been made on the rolling bearing quality by former researchers. Jiang K thought that bearing defective inspection played a vital role in bearing quality control [6] . Mitchell M R proposed a fuzzy hypothesis testing model to make variability analysis of a time series with poor information [7] . Xia X analyzed rolling bearing quality and its influencing factors using the methods of poor information [8] . Y.T. Shang put forward the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method for evaluating bearing quality [9] .
Quality Reliability Model
Data Collection. Assuming that the vibration acceleration of the rolling bearing is the quality reliability assessment index, and the data sequence of the vibration acceleration, X 0 , can be obtained by the test.
(1) Data sequence of influencing factors affecting vibration acceleration of rolling bearing, X i , is
Assuming that Z j is the standard value of P j grade for the vibration acceleration and its influencing factor, and x i (k) is the test state value. If x i (k) satisfies 
It is known from Table 1 that the quality grade frequency sequence can be expressed as
The distribution sequence of the bearing vibration acceleration and the influence factors of the state value quality grade can be expressed as
The Method of Determining the Weights Gray Relative Correlation Degree and Gray Absolute Correlation Degree. In the calculation of gray relative correlation degree, the initialization value of X 0 and X i can be expressed as
Through further zero point processing, X 0 and X i can be expressed as 
The gray relative correlation degree between X 0 and X i is
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In the calculation of gray absolute correlation degree, X 0 and X i are not initialized, and other steps are the same with gray relative correlation degree, and the gray absolute correlation degree ε 0i can be obtained.
By the gray correlation degree weight method, the weight of influence factor X i can be defined as 
The gray correlation degree between X 0 and X i is
The gray relationship coefficient can be expressed as  is the weight calculated by the mean constant sequence.
Quality Reliability Model. By synthesizing the states of all influencing factors through the decomposition and synthesis methods of factors, the state synthetic value of quality grade influence factors, x j , can be obtained
The quality reliability function of rolling bearing,r j (d), is defined by the organization reliability theory [10] .
In the formula, a and b represent quality influence coefficient. From Eq.27, it can be found that the larger the state synthetic value of quality grade influence factors, the greater the value of the quality reliability. This means that the lower the quality requirements of rolling bearings, the greater the ability to achieve this quality grade; otherwise, the smaller the ability to achieve the quality grade.
True Value Estimation of Quality Reliability
Quality Reliability Bootstrap Sample. When the rolling bearing quality grade is P j , the reliability sequence, R j , can be expressed as
By the bootstrap method, the quality reliability samples, R b , can be obtained through sampling with equal probability and where sample is replaceable.
The mean value of the bootstrap sample, R b , is expressed as
The data sequence is sampled for B times, and the B samples obtained are expressed as vectors 
Summary
In this paper, the concept of rolling bearing quality reliability is put forward based on poor information theory. The method of determining the influencing factors weight is briefly introduced, and the quality reliability model is established. The true value of rolling bearing quality reliability is estimated by bootstrap re-sampling. This study provides theoretical basis and research methods for the research of rolling bearing quality reliability, and has certain theoretical and practical significance.
